








The symbiosis of the moth:r-infant 
relation ends by the child's growing 
awareness of self-object differentiation 
which later on goes to the child's obtain
i:lg an object constancy. In the border'
line the child comes to realise the self
object differentiation but not an object 
constancy and hence they can not tolerate 
the separation or ambivalence without 
regression. . 

(3) Egodefenses:- The use of specific 
primitive egodefenses has been described 
as characteristics of borderline states. 
Splitting is the mechanism commonly 
used where the positive and negative fan ·
tasied relationships remain alternatingly in 
consCiousness with the complementary 
side dissociated. In the gratifying 
relationship the patient develops positive 
fantasies with the negative ones being 
split off and vice versa in a frustratin 
relationship. 

Projective identification is a defense 
and used along a spectrum of psychopa
thology from normal to psychotic. Th <; 
severity of the illness is directly propor
tional to the amount of projection. This 
however only helps in weakening his ego
function. He however projects both 
positive and negative aspects of himself 
Unlike a paranoid and thereby develops 
extreme dependancy, loneliness , fears of 
parting and fears of the loss of the capa
city to love. 

( 4) Family. The families were overt1y 
"sick" specially in the "bordering on 
psychosis group" but not of any particu
lar mental illness. However family type 
was not indicativ:e of the type of border-
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line disorder that the patient may suffer 
from . 

(G) Psychological tests. There was gross 
abnormality in <in unstructured test like 
the Rorschach with evidenoe of structural 
defects of the ego, disturbed object rela
tionship and difficulty of i.mpulsi vity. The 
W AIS which is more structured did not 
show any scatter or any bizarre responses 
indicative of a psychotic disorder. 

(H) Mooagemeut. Very few studies and 
efforts have been made in the 
ment of this illness as its classification 
and clinical features have been more in
tensively studied. 

(I) hrtoosive psychotherapy. Which has 
shed light on the subject is usually con
traindicated as in psychosis, the lack of 
transference and countertransference pro
blems makes the bcrderline 
In fact non-keeping of appointments, 
anger and frustration on the part of 
both, the patient and the therapist contri
butes only to a firmer diagnosis of the 
borderline states. 

(b) Millieu therapy the few so called 
"cures" have been with this therapy. It 
should consist of a warm and accepting 
attitudes. with direct advise a!ld experi
ences about the social behaviour. 

(c) Behaviour therapy is usually ineffec
tive, thereby suggesting that external 
jnftuences, perhaps only in early life, 
may be reversed at a critical period. 

(J) Prognmsis an:d follow up Pavenstedt 

suggests that the syndrome may appear in 
e-hildhood. Also a five years follow up 
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study (Werble) have found most of the 
borderline living in the community but 
socially inept and awkward. Fifty percer:t 
had been rehospitalised and these patient' 
gave no evidence of a movement toward~ 
schizophrenia. 

Cor>dusicn· and Dis<:ussion. 

! n CO!lclusion the borderline state can 
be effectively delineated and studied as 
far as its psychopathology, types a~·:l 

clinical features are concerned but still a 
lot remains to be understood in its 
management. Yet the borderline is i.:l-
creasing, as are other neurosis wh!1: ;;sy
chosis are changing to more restricted 
und constricted personalities. 

From the matter presented here, we 
would like to conclude-

( 1) There is some evidence specially by 
the symptomatology, that a disorder like 
the borderline state may exist. In prac· 
tice, one does come across such cases 
where, one senses a frustration in diagno
s~s by its ev~rchanging symptomatology, 
resistance to treatment and frequent r"-
lapces. Retrospectively one feels a sense 
of raticnal and coherent thinking regarding 
these cases if one categ-ories them in tfk' 

borderline states. However this sense of 
well beinq is onlv for the academecian and 
not for the clinician who would want some 
positive therapy. Re>!lce we can easHy be 
lead to clirlg: to this straw to save our
selves, only temporarilv. 

(2) Karl Menninger suggested that ;::sv
chiatric diagnosis should not be compart
m::ntalised. One person may suffer from 
depression at one •ime and phobia at 
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another time. Hence he classified illnesses 
as reactions to a particular type of stress. 
Then, the borderline state, with its 
multiple ~;ymptomatology is nothing but a 
person who is a ''Forrne frustes" or an 
arrest of the stages in the development of 
a full blown ps·ychiatric reactions. 

(3) The anti-psychiatrists suggest that 
the psychiatric disorders are nothing but 
a reacticn or handling of the external and 
interr;:nioPal world by a person in res
ponse to a stress. As the psychotics 'lr~ 

reducing in nW!lber and more neurotics 
:U"'d bo!"derline are emerging, the border
lir.e state may ~e the ultimate modifica
:: : ~ a! an ingenious mind to defend it
'~l:. ~ai.nt:a!n cortact with the real world 
~nd conf~se the> psychiatrist who dare 
treat them to bring them back into this 
troubled world. A rather far fetched idea 
hut one mu't not forg<:t that borderlines 
do exist and e\Tlution is the order of 

man. 

(4) lnspite of all th~e. h()Wever, the most 

likely explantaticn I"!:!Y ~ that the border

fine is only a p::rs0nality disorder be

cause of its varyhg and multiple charac

teristics, resistance to t-eatment and a 

~light mal adjustm~n: in t!-le long run. 

Does the borderline represents a new 

evolving psychiatric disturbance or is it 

an entity existing due to inadequate diag

nostic crit-eria of present. or is it a new 

fad of the psychiatrist" Onlv time and 

and an active effort on the part of every 

psychiatrist to ')rove or disprove it wilt 

tell. 
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SUMMARY 

The broderline states, a much written 
and discussed about disorder in recent 
times, has been presented fer an ~asy 

understanding of its symptomatology 
diagnosis and treatment. The pcssibilities 
ll[ its being a new ·fad, a disorder in evo
lution or a personality disorder is dis
cussed and commented upon. 
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